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CONTENTS
For each GK-FMB mount, you should find the Mounting Frame, a Bottom Pipe, a Reinforcing Pipe, two (2) Pivot
Plates, four (4) 1/2” Tee Bolts, and a fastener kit. Figure 1 below shows the parts for the GK-FMB

PRE-ASSEMBLY
Before assembling the mounting frame, make
sure three Tee Bolts are threaded into the
Mounting Frame and one Tee Bolt is threaded into
the Bottom Pipe as shown in Figure 1. The bolts
should be threaded enough so that they will not
fall out, but the end of the bolts should not
protrude into the pipes or through the brackets in
the Mounting Frame.

Next, the Bottom Pipe must be put in place. The
bottom pipe will serve as the foundation for the
fan and Mounting Frame. With a shovel or post-
hole diggers, dig a hole for the Valve Box.
Typically, the dimensions for such a hole would be
about 13” in diameter and 11” deep. Check the
dimensions of your Valve Box prior to digging to
verify its dimensions. Using post-hole diggers,
continue to dig from the bottom of the Valve Box
hole, but now at 8” in diameter, to a total depth of
44” - 46”. Place the Bottom Pipe in the hole such
that the end with the Tee Bolt is up. The Bottom
Pipe is 42” long, and the top of the pipe should sit
2” - 4” below ground level. Refer to Figure 2.

Now, mix the concrete per the concrete
manufacturer’s instructions and fill the hole with
concrete. The top of the concrete pour should
reach the bottom of the valve box hole. Using a
level, be sure to maintain the Bottom Pipe in a
vertical configuration during this process. Allow
the concrete to set fully before proceeding.
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NECESSARY TOOLS/EQUIPMENT NOT SUPPLIED
Lifting Machinery
Concrete (about 1 cu. ft. per fan)
10” Round Irrigation Valve Box
Shovel
Post-Hole Diggers
Level
Two 7/16” (or adjustable) Wrenches

Tee Bolts

UNPACKING
Prior to assembly, inspect the fan and mounting frame parts for signs of shipping damage. Note any shipping
damage and file a claim with the freight carrier.
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* — These dimensions may vary; Check the dimensions of your valve box.
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ASSEMBLY
Mounting Frame
After the concrete has been allowed to set thoroughly, continue the frame assembly by placing the Reinforcing
pipe inside the Bottom Pipe until the flange of the Reinforcing Pipe rests on the top of the bottom pipe. Tighten
the Tee Bolt in the Bottom Pipe against the Reinforcing Pipe. Next, slip the Mounting Frame over the
Reinforcing Pipe. Rotate the frame into the desired position, and tighten the Tee bolt on the bottom of the
Mounting Frame against the Reinforcing Pipe.



ASSEMBLY - Continued

Pivot Plates
The pivot plates are designed specifically to hold the
GreensKeeper fan at its center-of-gravity. This is to
facilitate the rotational positioning of the fan. Note that on
either side of the fan’s outer housing, there are three 1/4”
bolts. To mount a Pivot Plate to the GreensKeeper fan, first
remove the two bottom 1/4” nuts and bolts from the fan
housing and panel. IMPORTANT: Retain this 1/4” hardware
as it will be used to mount the Pivot Plate.

Once the bolts have been removed, place the Pivot Plate
over the two vacated holes such that the other two holes on
the Pivot Plate are aligned with the additional housing holes.
Note that the Pivot Plates are not symmetrical in that the
pipe section is not located in the center of the plate.
IMPORTANT: Place the Pivot Bracket with the pipe
section towards the top of the bracket. Figure 3 shows
the correct Pivot Plate placement. Next, using the 1/4”
hardware supplied in the fastener kit, plus the 1/4” hardware
removed in the previous step, fasten the Pivot Plate to the
fan housing. To do this, place a flat washer on the bolt and
insert it into the hole in the Pivot Plate and through the fan
housing. From the inside of the housing, place a flat washer
and lock washer over the bolt. Thread the nut onto the bolt,
and tighten using two 7/16” wrenches. Once all four bolts
are in place, mount the other Pivot Bracket on the opposite
side of the fan, repeating the above procedure.

Note that there is an alternate mounting location for the
Pivot Plate. The plate can be inverted and mounted using
the top two mounting holes instead of the bottom two. This
will allow the fan to sit lower in the Mounting Frame, but fan
rotational positioning will be more difficult as the fan will then
be ‘bottom-heavy.’ Figure 4 shows the alternate Pivot Plate
location.

Fan Placement
Once the Pivot Plates have been secured to the fan
housing, the fan is ready to be placed in the mounting
frame. It is recommended that lifting machinery be used for
this process as the fan unit will be very heavy. To mount the
fan, lift the fan so that its bottom portion is between the
uprights of the Mounting Frame. Align the pipe section of
the Pivot Plates so that they are above the the ‘cup’
brackets on the top of the Mounting Frame, and then lower
the fan into place. Once the fan is in place, rotate it to the
desired angle and tighten the Tee Bolts on the top of the
Mounting Frame to the Pivot Plate pipe sections.
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Figure 3 — Fan side view of the
standard Pivot Plate placement.

Figure 4 — Fan side view of the
alternate Pivot Plate placement.


